WELCOME
Dear GB friends,

‘Be on your guard; stand firm in the faith; BE COURAGEOUS; be strong.’
1 Corinthians Ch.16:13 (NIV).

As you probably know our GB International (GBI) theme for 2016 is BE COURAGEOUS!
What a challenge this is to us all both as individuals and as a community of God’s people. We’re delighted to
launch this new resource, which we hope will help you as GB leaders to:
• Introduce your members to our GB family around the world
• Create a link to the BE COURAGEOUS PRAYER FOCUS 2016
• Highlight our 2016 theme – BE COURAGEOUS
• Challenge yourself and others to BE COURAGEOUS in the way we serve.
We’re grateful to representatives from all five GB fellowships who helped gather the information, ideas and
resources for this publication.
You can use this BE COURAGEOUS INTERNATIONAL FOCUS in any way you like. Work through the different
sections week by week, pick and mix a range of activities for a GBI themed evening or have six focus weeks
during the year to keep our theme in the forefront of your mind. The choice is yours!
It’s our prayer that, together with its sister publication BE COURAGEOUS PRAYER FOCUS, this will enable you to
fully engage with this year’s challenging and exciting theme.
Christian greetings,
The GBI team.
With special thanks to: Patricia Sarfo, Clare O’Kennedy, Stephanie McWilliam, Virene Azarcon,
Jolanda Nawara, Veronna Hanley and Roshanna Clarke.
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EACH SECTION HAS
• FOCUS ON GB… (a brief overview of a specific GB fellowship).
• FOCUS ON ACTIVITY (a game, craft or challenge relating to the focused GB fellowship)
• FOCUS ON GIRLS/YOUNG WOMEN IN… (a snapshot on one issue that faces young people in the GB fellowship
highlighted).
• FOCUS ON CREATIVE PRAYER (a related creative prayer idea).
• FOCUS ON GOD’S WORD (a Biblical character’s story with practical suggestions as to how to engage young
people with the chosen narrative).
• FOCUS ON A REAL LIFE STORY (a story of a GB member who has shown courage).
• FOCUS ON RESPONSE (a practical action to encourage the young people to be courageous themselves).
• FOCUS ON PRAYER (a link to sister publication BE COURAGEOUS PRAYER FOCUS).
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COURAGE
TO DO
THINGS DIFFERENTLY
AND LET GO OF THE PAST
‘Forget the former things; do not dwell on the past. See, I am doing a new thing!’
Isaiah Ch.43:18-19 (NIV).

FOCUS ON GB INTERNATIONAL
All around the world girls and young women (and
sometimes boys too) join together as part of Girls’
Brigade. Some things are different - they wear different
clothes or uniforms, follow different programme, work
for different awards, meet at different times and in
different places. But, some things are the same - they
all wear the same badge, have fun together, explore
life skills, have fabulous opportunities and learn to
help others. Most importantly, wherever in the world
GB meets, the members are encouraged to Seek, Serve
and Follow Christ. The work around the world is divided
into five fellowships: Africa, Asia, Caribbean & Americas,
Europe and Pacific. GB is in around 50 countries and
every country is a member of one of these five GB
fellowships. Find out which fellowship you belong to.
Could you design a poster showing the similarities and
differences of GB around the world? You could do this in
conjunction with the activity that follows.
FOCUS ON ACTIVITY
Prepare several sets of cards each with the name of one
of the five GB fellowships on. Give everyone a card and
challenge each person to find four others so they create
worldwide groups in which all five GB fellowships are
represented. Once the groups are formed each group
must work together to create a collage which represents
the things that unify GB around the world. If you have
smaller numbers hide several sets of the GB fellowship
names around the room (one set for each person you
have). Challenge everyone to race to find a full set of
five GB fellowships. The whole group may then work
together to create the collage.

FOCUS ON GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN
AROUND THE WORLD
Did you know that being a girl in some parts of the world
is not always easy? In many parts of the world girls can’t
go to school and if they’re ill they may have no health
care. In some places they’re likely to suffer violence or be
forced to marry at a very early age. In some places not
many girls get jobs. There may be no women politicians
or leaders in some countries. GB is sometimes the one
place where the girls feel special. GB introduces them to
the one who can bring hope to their lives no matter how
they’re viewed by the society around them. Through GB,
young women in every culture learn that they’re loved,
valued and precious to God. We want them to have
courage to be the people God has made them to be.
FOCUS ON CREATIVE PRAYER
• Ask everyone to cut out a row of ‘paper dolls’.
• Through discussion identify some of the
circumstances that may affect GB members from
around the world.
• Write one of these words or phrases on each
silhouette.
• Place a globe in the centre of the group.
• Form the figures into a circle round the globe and
pray for our GB family.
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FOCUS ON GOD’S WORD

FOCUS ON RESPONSE

Tell the story of David and Goliath as recorded in 1
Samuel Chapter 17. Use some of these creative ideas to
support the story telling:
• Play ‘five stones’ as an introduction to the story
• Make two life-sized pictures of David and Goliath
using collage materials
• Play a team game between the Israelites and the
Philistines. Each team chooses a volunteer. The
Philistine volunteer has a rolled-up newspaper as his
sword. The Israelite volunteer has five beanbags (his
stones). The Israelite must try to hit the Philistines
with one of his stones before the Philistine touches
the Israelite with his sword
• Give everyone a beach pebble/stone. Use permanent
markers or paint to write the word ‘courage’ on the
pebble and decorate it.

Talk together with your young people about what
they think might be better if done differently in GB.
Depending on their age consider things that could
be done differently in their own company/group or is
there something we could do differently in GB around
the world. Is there a way you could make one of their
suggestions happen?

Explore some of the following thoughts and concepts:
• Saul wanted David to fight the giant his way – with
armour and sword
• David knew he needed to do it differently
• Goliath laughed at David when he stood before him
and jeered and put him down
• Challenge the group to think of times when they
needed courage to be different from others in their
class, group or family.

FOCUS ON PRAYER
Look at the 2016 BE COURAGEOUS PRAYER FOCUS
material:
• Share some of the prayers from the section COURAGE
TO DO THINGS DIFFERENTLY AND LET GO OF THE
PAST
• Find all the prayer requests from GB International
(these can be found at the top of each section of the
BE COURAGEOUS PRAYER FOCUS) and use them in
your prayers.

FOCUS ON A REAL LIFE STORY
Margaret was a young woman who lived in Dublin,
Ireland, at the turn of the 19th/20th century. She used
to teach girls in the Bible class at church. Margaret
lived at a time when young women didn’t have much
schooling and they didn’t have positions of leadership
in the church. They were to be seen but not heard.
But Margaret really wanted to help the young girls in
her Bible class to learn about Jesus. However, they
were often cold in the drafty church and couldn’t
concentrate. Margaret decided to do things differently.
She introduced the idea of engaging the girls in some
physical activity before she started to teach God’s word
– doing physical activity or drill. People frowned upon
her for doing such a thing! After all, they said, the church
was not the right place for such activities. But because
she had courage to do something different GB in Ireland
was born and from it came the Girls’ Brigade we know
today. Margaret showed courage!
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COURAGE
TO GO AGAINST
THE CROWD AND
STAND UP FOR OUR BELIEFS
‘Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your
mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is — his good, pleasing
and perfect will.’
Romans Ch.12:2 (NIV).
FOCUS ON GB AFRICA
If you went to Africa you may see wild animals that you
might not see in your part of the world - elephants, lions,
zebras, giraffes and many more! But not everything
is different… 12 of the African countries have GB
companies/groups which are just like yours. Show
pictures of the flags of Nigeria, Zambia, South Africa,
Tanzania, Kenya, Zimbabwe, Ghana, Mozambique,
Botswana, Malawi, Sierra Leone and Swaziland - the
African countries which have GB. Have a pile of cards
bearing the names of the 12 nations. Give clues to
help the group match the right names to the right
flags. Africa is such a big place that different countries,
although all part of Africa, have very different cultures,
wear different clothes, speak different languages and
even eat different foods. Africa is huge and GB leaders
and members don’t get to meet each other very often
but, last December, their young people had a really
special gathering called Africa Unites. Young women
from all over GB in Africa met together to find out not
what makes them different but what unites them and
makes them the same. What do you think unites you
and your sisters in Africa?
FOCUS ON ACTIVITY
Girls in Africa love to braid and decorate their hair in
many, many different ways. Why not create your own
hair bands to remind you of your GB friends in Africa?
You’ll need materials like hair bands, flowers, beads,
decorations, glue or thread and needle and scissors.
• Take your hair band.
• Lay your flowers and decorations on the band as you
want them.
• Sew or glue your decorations on the band.

FOCUS ON GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN IN
AFRICA
Did you know that if you were a girl in Africa you might
not go to school? Imagine never having the opportunity
to learn to read and write like others do just because
you’re a girl! Boys do go to school but girls, when they
are quite young, are expected to marry and keep the
home. In some GB companies/groups officers/leaders
help to teach girls the things they’d learn at school.
Even those girls who do go to school in Africa may find
it quite hard in some areas to get a good job. Sometimes
people called human traffickers promise to protect
these girls from forced marriages or tell them they can
get them a better life and a higher paid job. But they
sell the girls to make lots of money – not for the girls
- but for themselves. The Girls’ Brigade in Africa thinks
this is wrong and they’re trying to help girls to realise
they’re just as important as boys. They speak out against
forced marriages and advocate for equal opportunities
for girls.
FOCUS ON CREATIVE PRAYER
Give everyone a lion-shaped template and ask them to
draw around it and colour it in. Discuss how they might
feel if they met such an animal face-to-face. Fearful?
Frightened? When Daniel was faced with a den full of
lions he learnt to trust His God. Ask everyone to think/
share times they’ve needed courage to do the right
thing and in the quietness write a Bible verse on the back
of their animal which will help them e.g. Deuteronomy
Ch.31:6.
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FOCUS ON GOD’S WORD

FOCUS ON RESPONSE

Tell the story of Daniel and the lions’ den as recorded
in Daniel Ch.6:1-28. Explore some of the following
thoughts and concepts:
• Daniel knew what the right thing to do was – he
should pray to his God
• Everyone else acted differently – bowing down to
the king
• Discuss with your members how easy it would have
been for Daniel to follow the crowd
• Share experiences of times when they’ve been
pressurised to go with the crowd.

Think of something wrong that’s happening in your part
of the world. It could be something in your school or in
your home town or in society in general. Be courageous
and design a poster highlighting the right action,
choice or behaviour. Find a place where your poster can
be displayed.

Use some of these creative ideas to support the story:
• Take a box of chocolates/sweets and let everyone
choose one. How difficult was it to choose? Did it
really matter? Discuss the fact that though some
choices are unimportant, choices about right and
wrong are important and God wants to help us make
right choices even if it needs courage to do so
• Create a simple Daniel rap and chant it every time his
name is mentioned in the story
• Have a story bag – put in it a crown, a scroll, a musical
instrument, a toy lion, a prayer book, a stone and an
angel. Use these objects to help tell the story.

FOCUS ON PRAYER
Look at the 2016 BE COURAGEOUS PRAYER FOCUS
material:
• Share some of the prayers from the section COURAGE
TO GO AGAINST THE CROWD AND STAND UP FOR
OUR BELIEFS
• Find all the prayer requests from Africa and use them
in your prayers.

FOCUS ON A REAL LIFE STORY
Doris lived in Accra, a town in Ghana, and one day Doris
had a dream. Do you dream? What about? Well, in Doris’
dream she saw a lot of children marching. She thought
little of it but then she had the same dream again. This
time she also saw a man in her dream who told her all
the children she saw marching were entrusted into her
hands. She didn’t know what this all meant but at the
time her church was looking for someone who could
organise the children. So she gathered all her courage
and wrote a letter to the church telling them about
her dream. They agreed that she should lead their
children but she didn’t know what to do with them. She
started looking around and discovered there was an
organisation called Girls’ Brigade. You can guess what
happened next can’t you? Because of her courage and
the help of other GB leaders in Ghana, a GB company/
group grew in her church. But it didn’t stop there others in nearby churches started companies/groups
too and so the lives of many girls and young women in
Ghana were transformed.
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COURAGE
TO GO
SOMEWHERE
NEW
‘Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid; do not
be discouraged, for the Lord your God will be with you wherever you go.’
Joshua Ch.1:9 (NIV).
FOCUS ON GB ASIA
Girls’ Brigade Asia Fellowship is made up of Girls’
Brigade in Hong Kong, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore
and Thailand. See if you can find these places on a map.
Something very special or unique about GB Asia is that
it has groups for different ages from age three to 80+!
Some of their groups are for young people just like
you. However, in some places they also have groups
for older ladies who are enjoying their own special GB
programme too. GB Asia meets every year each time
in a different country. Every meeting is an opportunity
to grow as FEET! What does that mean? It stands for
Fellowship, Encouragement, Equipping and Teaming
Together. Find out what these words mean and check
if you do any of these things when you meet in your
company/group. We expect you do!
FOCUS ON ACTIVITY
In Malaysia you’ll see the most beautiful fabrics with
attractive colours and beautiful designs many of them
created by a technique known as batik. Sarongs made
with batik are traditionally worn in rural areas. Either
have a go at creating some simple batik or, if you don’t
have time, create your own designs using fabric crayons
or paints and decorate a T-shirt or create a table mat.

FOCUS ON GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN IN
ASIA
Technology has exploded in Asia in recent years.
It’s provided services and many comforts in life that
we never imagined possible. Young women can
communicate, find information, record or view things in
a matter of minutes or even seconds via the internet.
It’s been a great part of our lives and it often seems we
can’t seem to live a day without it. However, many are
becoming hooked into it too much and the effects then
can be negative. Great as technology can be it can also
encourage laziness, develop a lack of responsibility, and
even lead to immorality. GB can impact this by sharing
the gospel and teaching the Christian values which are
the foundation for life. We can give girls the skills they
need to be the master of their technology and not
be mastered by it. Could you list the dangers and the
benefits that can come from technology?
FOCUS ON CREATIVE PRAYER
Use pictures from magazines or newspapers to create
a prayer poster focusing on a natural disasters or world
need or local event. You could even find a way to use
technology in a positive way to help people to pray!
Presenting prayers visually can help to make them more
real.
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FOCUS ON GOD’S WORD

FOCUS ON RESPONSE

Tell the story of the call of Abram as recorded in Genesis
Ch.11:31 – Ch.12:9. Explore some of the following
thoughts and concepts:
• Abram was submissive (obedient) to his earthly
father, Terah, and to his heavenly Father
• When God called Abram to leave his country, his
people and his father’s household, Abram obeyed
without question even though he had to sacrifice
much
• Emphasise Abram’s faith and trust that gave him the
courage to go to an unknown land
• Abram received promises from God and he took the
step of faith to go to an unknown land
• It didn’t matter where he was going. What mattered
most was that God had called him and was with him.

In Singapore they hold an annual friendship day when
girls are encouraged to reach out to the LENS – the
Lonely, Elderly, Needy and those with Special needs.
Look at the video clip on http://www.gb.org.sg/
SERVING-THE-COMMUNITY/Local-Community to find
out more. Now think about the LENS near you. What
could you do to befriend and serve the elderly or needy
in your local community? Could you invite them to tea,
arrange a meal, entertain them, take them a basket of
harvest goods or a surprise Christmas gift? Have your
own friendship day and show God’s love.

Use some of these creative ideas to support the story
telling:
• Stomping – lead a blind-folded friend using voice
only. The starting line and goal should be identified.
Adding obstacles and hecklers (voice only) along the
way can add twists
• Reflect on the need to obey earthly authorities (focus
on God’s command to respect them and the loving
heart behind each command)
• Imagine you had to leave your home and all that was
in it. List all the things you’d miss
• Make a card for your parents/carers or any earthly
authority who you wish to appreciate as he/she
courageously take the lead for you.

FOCUS ON PRAYER
Look at the 2016 BE COURAGEOUS PRAYER FOCUS
material:
• Share some of the prayers from the section COURAGE
TO GO SOMEWHERE NEW
• Find all the prayer requests from Asia and use them
in your prayers.

FOCUS ON A REAL LIFE STORY
Chelsea is a Grade 6 student in the Phillipines. Everyone
has to attend an after-school club and her university
offers several choices of uniformed organisations: The
Boys Scouts, Girls Scouts and the Boys’ & Girls’ Brigade
(BGB). Since the first grade, Chelsea has been with the
BGB. It was an easy decision because her mother was
a BGB leader. However, at Grade 6 she was given the
choice to choose her preferred organisation. Classmates
and friends urged her to change. Even her best friends
moved to another organisation and coaxed her to join
them. But, despite their insistence, Chelsea stood her
ground. It took courage as she knew full well that she
may lose some friendships. But she knew BGB would
help her in her growth as a Christian and she stayed on
with the BGB company/group. In the last school camp,
Chelsea helped to lead others. She boldly shared her
testimony of being saved by the Lord Jesus Christ!
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COURAGE
TO GRASP
NEW
OPPORTUNITIES
‘Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer and petition, with
thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which transcends all
understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.’
Philippians Ch.4:6-7 (NIV).
FOCUS ON GB CARIBBEAN & AMERICA
Hello! Bonjour! Hola! Hallo! Welcome to the Caribbean &
Americas Fellowship. What does the word Caribbean say
to you… steel drums, exotic fruits, plentiful sunshine,
beautiful beaches, palm trees, coconuts? Make a collage
to represent this part of our GB family. Around the edge
of your collage put the names of all the countries in this
fellowship that have GB: Anguilla, Antigua, Barbuda,
The British Virgin Islands, Canada, The Cayman Islands,
Dominica, Jamaica, Montserrat, Nevis, St. Eustatius,
St. Kitts, St.Maarten/St. Martin, St. Vincent, Trinidad
and Tobago and the U.S.A. But not everything in this
beautiful part of the world is good, living on a small
island can have its difficulties, storms and hurricanes
can destroy homes and infrastructure. Our strapline is
‘Divided by seas but united in Christ’. Each island has
its own identity so in order to bring people together to
share their cultures and needs fellowship conferences
and camps for girls and leaders are enjoyed by many.
The last such gathering was held in Jamaica in 2015.
FOCUS ON ACTIVITY
The Caribbean & America’s Fellowship is well known
for its food. We love our sweets! So why not explore a
traditional Caribbean recipe? Recipes are easy to find.
Depending on the time you have available you could
make:
• A simple fruit smoothie
• Sweet potato pudding
• Jerk chicken
• Coconut cake
• Macaroni pie.

FOCUS ON GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN IN
THE CARIBBEAN & AMERICAS
In our part of the world, there seems to be a motto saying
‘You can do anything you want as long as it feels good.’
As a result of this many young women make life choices
which affect their whole life. Many of them are not
able to further their education and drop out of school
because they haven’t learnt to say no! They engage in
sex at an early age and become pregnant before they’re
married. As well as forfeiting their education they’re
frequently rejected by society around them. The Girls’
Brigade is aware of this problem and teaches young
women to value their bodies. GB also visits women’s
centres to talk with pregnant teens reassuring them of
God’s love.
FOCUS ON CREATIVE PRAYER
You’ll need: Seeds and a pot of soil.
• Pour out the contents of a packet of seeds.
• Ask everyone to pick up a few seeds and look at
them.
• Get the group to identify the fact that although
these are just seeds at the moment, given the right
opportunity, they’ll grow into beautiful flowers (or
fruit).
• Allow the group one at a time to plant a seed and
pray for an opportunity to tell others about God’s
love.
• They could each pray for a friend who they might be
brave enough to invite to GB!
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FOCUS ON GOD’S WORD

FOCUS ON A REAL LIFE STORY

Tell the story of Gideon’s call as recorded in Judges
Chapters 6 and 7. Explore some of the following
thoughts and concepts:
• God spoke to Gideon, whilst he was collecting wheat
and hiding (in fear) from the Midianite enemy
• The angel asked him to take on the task of
overthrowing the Midianites
• Gideon thought he was too young to accept this
responsibility
• With the help of God, Gideon grasped the opportunity
before him - turned the Israelites away from Baal and
defeated the Midianites with 300 men
• His battle is remembered because he fought with
and for the Lord
• The Lord rewarded him with victory when it seemed
impossible.

Sienna was a member of GB. She loved learning Bible
stories, memorising verses of scripture, marching,
singing, dancing and making things! As she got older
some of her friends left GB and they tried to tell her GB
was only for the little ones. But Sienna didn’t leave: she
stayed. Then one day one of her leaders asked if she’d
like to get involved in the Gold Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award. She listened to what she would have to do –
volunteering, learning a new skill, getting involved
in a sport, going away with people she didn’t know,
hiking and camping out! Wow! She knew straight
away that it was really hard and there were things she
just couldn’t do. It would take up a lot of time too. She
was scared she’d fail and decided that it was too hard
for her. However, some of the other members decided
they’d have a go and they tried to persuade Sienna that
they could do it together. Eventually Sienna plucked
up the courage to join them. The group worked hard,
supported one another and, with the help of their
leader, they succeeded. Sienna was so proud when she
overcame her fears and received her award.

Use some of these creative ideas to support the story
telling:
• Think of a simple task that can’t be done by one
person alone – ask a second person to help achieve
the task. Gideon couldn’t defeat the Midianites
without God’s help
• Ask the group to think of things that they can’t do
because they’re too young and use this to lead into
the story
• Decorate the outside of a small jar with tissue paper.
Place a tealight inside and see it shine out. Use this to
illustrate the story
• Dramatise a modern story where someone is
challenged to do something that seems impossible
and they find the strength to grasp the opportunity.

FOCUS ON RESPONSE
Make a list of the things that you fear – such as going
to a new school, leaving your parent’s house, reading
the Bible in church, going to the hospital, making a
presentation at school and having a job interview.
Remember, Gideon had the courage to get up from
threshing wheat and lead an entire army with the help
of God. So whatever opportunity lies before you - just
do it! God will give you the courage. As a group think of
an opportunity you may have which seems a bit tricky
(such as organising a meal for some senior citizens or
planning entertainment for your parents) and do it!
FOCUS ON PRAYER
Look at the 2016 BE COURAGEOUS PRAYER FOCUS
material:
• Share some of the prayers from the section COURAGE
TO GRASP NEW OPPORTUNITIES
• Find all the prayer requests from Caribbean &
Americas and use them in your prayers.
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COURAGE
TO SPEAK OUT
AND ADVOCATE FOR
GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN
‘Speaking the truth in love, we will grow to become in every respect the
mature body of him who is the head, that is, Christ.’
Ephesians Ch.4:15 (NIV).
FOCUS ON GB EUROPE
Europe is where Girls’ Brigade was born. The first Girls’
Brigade company/group started in Sandymount,
Dublin, in 1893. Out of all the GB fellowships Europe has
the smallest number of countries with GB – just four England & Wales, Scotland, Ireland and Northern Ireland.
However, in Europe we have more than 40,000 GB
members and that’s the greatest number of members in
any GB fellowship. It’s a huge number to picture. Think
of it like this… imagine a coach full of girls and young
women, then picture another coach full and another
one till you have eight coaches full, then 80, then 800
then 8,000 coaches - all full of GB people from Europe!
Like all the other GB fellowships each country wears its
own uniform and has its own programme and activities,
but we do some things together. Over the past 10 years
we’ve provided opportunities for our young people to
join FIZZ teams - groups of young people who are fizzing
over with the love of God. They want to show God’s love
in action and have gone to serve God in Africa, Romania
and Kosova (where we’ve just started GB).
FOCUS ON ACTIVITY
One of the most famous buildings in London is Big Ben,
the name given to the huge clock that stands at one end
of our Houses of Parliament. See if you can find a picture
of it or even build a model of it. Now look at the time
on Big Ben and find out what time it would be in each
of the other GB fellowships. Is their time behind us or
ahead of us? Are some places on the next day or not
yet on the day you’re on? Imagine what your GB friends
around the world might be doing as you meet at GB and
create a timeline to show your discoveries.

FOCUS ON GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN IN
EUROPE
One of the key issues facing eight to 12 year olds in
the UK is materialism - the desire to acquire more and
more possessions. Young people want the latest toy,
the newest craze and brand named clothes. Often
they equate consumer goods with happiness and
success. However, if children are really seeking greater
happiness and fulfilment, materialism will only provide
short-term relief; in the long run it’s likely to actually
deepen feelings of insecurity. We know that children’s
materialism is often fuelled by TV advertising and peer
pressure from their friends. GB can help this age group
explore the difference between needs and wants by
asking questions like:
Can we make do with less?
What things do we have that we do not need?
Why do we always seem to want more?
We can help children to think about what really makes
them happy ensuring that they reflect on relationships/
values/the natural world and the satisfaction that a life
with Jesus can bring.
FOCUS ON CREATIVE PRAYER
Sit the group in a circle. Ask everyone to think of one
thing that’s happening in the world which saddens,
annoys or troubles them – such as earthquakes, famine,
war and abuse. Place an unlit candle in the centre of
the group. Silently light the candle and dim the lights.
Ask each person in turn to speak up and identify their
concern. Pray that God’s light will shine on all these
situations which spoil our world.
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FOCUS ON GOD’S WORD

FOCUS ON A REAL LIFE STORY

Tell the story of Esther as recorded in Esther Chapter 4.
Explore some of the following thoughts and concepts:
• Introduce King Xerxes (Ahasuerus) who chose Esther,
a beautiful Jewess to be his queen
• Tell how Haman, the king’s right-hand man, wanted
everyone to honour him
• Because the Jews refused to do this, he persuaded
the king to agree to kill all the Jews
• Esther was upset about this and thought it was unjust
• Esther knew she could be killed if she went and spoke
to the king without being invited
• She got up her courage, approached the king and
told him what had happened
• Because Esther used her voice to speak up for what
she believed was right she saved many, many people
from an unfair death.

In 2015, a 10 year old GB member called Lily, discovered
that six of her GB sisters were part of the 219 young
women from Chibok in Nigeria who were still missing
after being kidnapped nearly a year before. Lily made a
Card of Hope for them as a way of demonstrating that
they haven’t been forgotten. However Lily wanted to
do more; she decided to use her voice to speak out for
these young women who couldn’t speak for themselves.
Lily wrote a poem (one of the verses is below)…

Use some of these creative ideas to support the story
telling:
• Tell the story interactively – when Esther is mentioned
everyone should clap, if Haman is mentioned they
should boo, if Xerxes is mentioned they should turn
around
• Discuss why they think Esther initially said no. Ask
if they’ve ever refused to do something that was
difficult even though they knew it was right
• Show and discuss Mordecai’s words ‘And who knows
but that you have come to royal position for such a
time as this’. Put each word on a different card and
race, in teams or as individuals, to sort them
• Create a royal spectre. Explain how the king had to
point his sceptre at Esther before she was allowed to
speak. Have a quiz where the quiz master must point
the sceptre at the person who may answer.

‘We think of you often, we pray all the time,
Stay strong, your time to shine is almost here.’
Lily shared this poem with her family, GB group and
friends. Determined and passionate to raise the volume
of hope for the missing school girls Lily went with
other GB members to London to present her poem
to a member of the UK government and to deliver
Cards of Hope to the home of the UK Prime Minister.
Lily’s courage to use her voice for the voiceless is an
inspiration to us all.
FOCUS ON RESPONSE
Find a way to counter materialism e.g. ask everyone
to select five items/possessions that are good quality
(not rubbish) but which they don’t really need. Gather
all the items and hold a bric-a-brac sale or donate the
items to a local charity sale. Alternatively you could
organise a debate, write a letter or create a display to
speak out against a local issue that affects your home,
your community, your church or your life.
FOCUS ON PRAYER
Look at the 2016 BE COURAGEOUS PRAYER FOCUS
material:
• Share some of the prayers from the section COURAGE
TO SPEAK OUT AND ADVOCATE FOR GIRL AND
YOUNG WOMEN
• Find all the prayer requests from Europe and use
them in your prayers.
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COURAGE
TO
FACE
DIFFICULTIES
‘Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil, for you
are with me; your rod and your staff, they comfort me.’
Psalm Ch.23:4 (NIV).
FOCUS ON GB PACIFIC
Did you know that GB is in 10 of the Pacific countries?
All of them are islands or groups of islands - Australia,
New Zealand, Papua New Guinea (PNG), Cook Islands,
Niue, Tuvalu, Tonga, American Samoa, Solomon Islands
and Vanuatu. Because of the distance between each
of the islands, travel can be a big challenge. Have you
another GB company/group near you? Could you walk
there or would you need to go in a car? In the Solomon
and Cook Islands you might need to travel in a boat to
visit another company/group. In Papua New Guinea,
to visit a remote company, you’d need to fly in a small
plane. Your GB leaders probably go to GB meetings
quite often. In the Solomon Islands one leader wanted
to go to a GB training session. She travelled for a whole
week to get to the meeting place. She then had to wait
for another week before there was a boat to take her
home again! Despite the difficulties in travelling, GB is
growing in the Pacific. In the tiny Solomon Islands there
are 77 companies/groups! Can you think of a way to
help your group/company to grow?
FOCUS ON ACTIVITY
Play the game Island Hopping - divide the group into
teams of about four people. Each group must get their
whole team safely from one island (one side of the room)
to the other without touching the ‘sea’ (floor). Give each
team two sheets of newspaper (their boat). When the
game starts, the group puts their boat in the sea and
then the girls step onto it. They place their second paper
in front of them and transfer to that one. The group
repeats this stepping stone method to cross the sea. If
anyone touches the sea while trying to cross, the whole
team must go back and start again. If the whole group
doesn’t fit on the first crossing, one girl will have to go
back for the rest.

FOCUS ON GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN IN
THE PACIFIC
Over 20,000 Australian students aged eight to 14 were
surveyed about bullying. It showed that more than
a quarter of Year 4 to Year 9 students were bullied for
more than a few weeks, during a term of school. Hurtful
teasing was the most common type of bullying, followed
by having hurtful lies told by another person. Girls
tended to bully in covert ways, with students beginning
this behaviour as early as Year 3. By 16-17 years of age,
as many as 64% of young women reported being cyber
victims. Cyberbullying is the use of technology to bully
a person or group with the intention to hurt them.
Bullying of all kinds - verbal, physical and cyber - is a big
issue in our part of the world.
FOCUS ON CREATIVE PRAYER
Find a quiet spot to sit away from everyone else. Take a
piece of paper and crayons and choose a name for God
(Father, Lord, Almighty). Write the name you’ve chosen in
the middle of your piece of paper. Draw a shape around
it and just start to doodle. Add marks and shapes and,
as you doodle and focus on the name you chose, ask
God to be part of your prayer time. Continue drawing
shapes/colours as you talk to God. If you want you can
add other words to your doodle prayer - difficulties you
face at school or work, or names of people you care
about. Think of each stroke of your pen as a prayer. Take
a breath or say Amen between each word.
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FOCUS ON GOD’S WORD

FOCUS ON RESPONSE

Tell the story of Nehemiah rebuilding the walls in
Jerusalem as recorded in Nehemiah Chapter 4. Explore
some of the following thoughts and concepts:
• There will always be people who oppose God’s work
(verses 1-3)
• Our response to difficulties should be to pray (verses
4-5)
• As well as praying, we need to trust God and keep
working (verse 6)
• In times of difficulties, remember the Lord and what
He has done (verses 13-14)
• We don’t face these difficulties alone – God is with us
(verse 19).

When Cyclone Pam hit Vanuatu Girls’ Brigade members
from around the world rallied round and raised funds
to help them rebuild their lives especially by providing
seeds so they could replant their vegetable gardens and
re-establish their food chain. Decide as a group how you
could raise some funds to help other GB members in
need. Send your money to the GBI GiveaGirlaHope fund
and it will be used next time there’s an international
disaster.

Use some of these creative ideas to support the story
telling:
• Build a wall made of cardboard boxes or use pieces of
paper (bricks) stuck onto the wall. Play a relay game
where one team has to build a wall while the other
tries to break it down.
• You could get your members to write on one side
of the paper bricks things in their life that they
need courage to face up to. On the other side
write promises of God/verses that encourage them
in the face of difficulties e.g. Psalm Ch.118:6-7,
Deuteronomy Ch.31:6, Hebrews Ch.13:6 and Psalm
Ch.23:4.
• As a group, memorise one of the Bible verses from
above, write it down and give it to another girl to
encourage them to be courageous when things are
difficult.

FOCUS ON PRAYER
Look at the 2016 BE COURAGEOUS PRAYER FOCUS
material:
• Share some of the prayers from the section COURAGE
TO FACE DIFFICULTIES
• Find all the prayer requests from the Pacific and use
them in your prayers.

FOCUS ON A REAL LIFE STORY
In March 2015, Cyclone Pam hit the Pacific region.
Naomi, a GB Leader from Vanuatu, tells how her house
was flooded and nearly blew over. Imagine what it
would have been like. But also her two small children
had gone to visit their uncle so only Naomi, her husband
and her elder daughter were at home when the cyclone
hit. There was no electricity and the wind was howling.
Naomi said “I was very scared and was thinking of my
two kids”. As the water streamed through the roof and
the shutters blew off, she prayed “God our lives are in
your hands”. She had faith that God would take care of
her family and protect them from the storm. And He did!
Naomi says she knows it was God looking after them
and giving them courage to pray through the storm.
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